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History of Debating Scripture
•Slavery
•Eph 6:5 Slaves, obey your masters
•Gal 3:28 There is neither slave nor free...you 
are all one in Christ
•1844, Methodist Episcopal Church Split
•1939, North and South ME Reunited



History of Debating Scripture
•Ordination of women
•1 Cor 14:34 Women should be silent in Church
•1 Cor 11 Women prophesy and pray
•Romans 16:7, Junia named as an apostle
•Deborah judge over Israel
•1956, women granted full clergy rights in UMC
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Scripture Night
•Opinion Poll Results



Scripture Night
•Restrictive View
•LGBTQ persons are living in conflict with 
God’s intent, that same-sex relationships are 
sin, and LGBTQ persons should not be 
allowed to be married or be UMC clergy



Scripture Night
•Permissive View
•LGBTQ persons and relationships are 
approved by God, and that marriage and 
ordination should be available to LGBTQ 
persons as they are for all people



Restrictive View
•Creation stories of Genesis 1 & 2
•God created them male and female
•Told to be fruitful and multiply
•Man leaves parents to unite with wife
•Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve
•No gray area, literal interpretation



Permissive View
•Creation stories are poetic
•God created us in need of companionship
•God cares for that need
•Does not exclude other couples
•Both genders needed to reflect God
•Children not needed to validate a couple



Restrictive View
•Leviticus 18:22, You shall not lie with a man 
as with a woman; it is an abomination
•Clear
•Needs no interpretation



Permissive View
•Leviticus also calls eating shrimp, wearing 
clothing of mixed fabric and touching the sick 
or death abominations (ceremonially unclean)
•We do not live by these
•Inconsistent to pick this one out to live by
•We are freed from demands of OT law



Permissive View
•Lev 18:22 is about property
•Women were property obligated to “lie” with 
their male caregiver
•True meaning is you cannot treat a man like
property, as you do a woman



Sodom and Gomorrah
•Horrible story
•Townsmen wish to rape Lot’s male (angel) 
guests
•Angels strike townsmen with blindness
•Lot and family escape



Restrictive View
•S & G destroyed for sin of homosexuality
•Townsmen wanted to have sex with men



Permissive View
•Story is about rape
•Story is not about consensual adult same sex 
relationship
•Sin is lack of care for stranger and foreigner
•Sin was no regard for the needy or the least



Permissive View
•Ez 16:49-50 Now this was the sin of your sister 
Sodom: She and her daughters were arrogant 
overfed, and unconcerned; they did not help 
the poor and needy. They were haughty and 
did detestable things before me. Therefore, I 
did away with them as you have seen.



New Testament
•Romans 1:26-27 That’s why God abandoned them to 
degrading lust. Their females traded natural sexual 
relations for unnatural sexual relations. 27 Also, in the 
same way, the males traded natural sexual relations 
with females, and burned with lust for each other. 
Males performed shameful actions with males, and 
they were paid back with the penalty they deserved for 
their mistake in their own bodies.



Restrictive View
•f/f and m/m relations are unnatural
•acts are deserving of penalty



Permissive View
•Excerpt begins “That’s why...”
•Rom 1:22-25 clearly states pagan idol worship
•Condemnation is of sex in worship



Permissive View
•Excerpt says “their females...”
•Again property is being told what to do
•If not with male caretaker it is “unnatural”



Permissive View
•For a straight man or woman to have sex with 
the same sex in unnatural
•For a LGBTQ to have sex with the opposite sex
is unnatural for them
•What is unnatural is determined by who you 
are



New Testament
•1 Cor 6:9 (KJV)
•Do you not know that the unrighteous will 
not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be 
deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, 
nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor 
sodomites...



New Testament
•1 Timothy 1:8, 10 (NIV)
•The law is made not for the righteous but 
for...the sexually immoral, for those practicing 
homosexuality, for slave traders and liars and 
perjurers—and for whatever else is contrary 
to the sound doctrine



Restrictive View
•Homosexuals and sodomites are unrighteous
•They will not inherit the kingdom of God
•To think so, is deception
•Homosexuality is contrary to sound doctrine



Permissive View
•1 Cor 6:9 has no Greek root with Sodom in it
•This is clearly bad translating
•The words malakoi and arsenokotoi together
refer to submissive/dominant,
owner/servant, unequal abusive relationship
•Consensual adult same sex relationship is not 
listed



Permissive View
•arsenokotoi – Paul coined this Greek word
•arseno – male    kotoi - bed
•Each are surrounded by discussions either 
about temple prostitution or proper worship
•Again these are unequal abusive relationships 
in the context of pagan worship



Permissive View
•arsenokotoi is found over 70 times in non-
Biblical Greek literature
•Every time it refers to..
• either sexuality between gods and humans
•or sexual use of women in temple
prostitution



Permissive View
•We have translation errors that inaccurately 
convey the original meaning and settings
•“Homosexual” entered translations in 1946
•Good News Translation even says 
“homosexual perverts”
•An abusive act was turned to denote a people
group unassociated with such perversion



Restrictive Conclusion
•The verses are clear
•There is no misinterpretation
•Other views distort Scripture to say what the 
people want it to say



Permissive Conclusion
•There is no valid, Christian, biblical argument 
against same-sex relationships between 
consenting adults.



LGBTQ in Scripture
•Restrictive view acknowledges no God 
approved LGBTQ relationships in Scripture.
•Progressive view sees several possibilities



LGBTQ in Scripture?
•Ruth & Naomi
•David & Jonathan



Jesus mentions LGBTQ?
I tell you, in that night, there shall be two men 
in one bed; the one shall be taken, and the 
other shall be left. Two women shall be 
grinding together; the one shall be taken, and 
the other left (Luke 17:34-35, KJV).



Overarching Themes
•Galatians 3:28
There is neither Jew nor Greek; there is 
neither slave nor free; nor is there male and 
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.



Overarching Themes
•Matthew 7:1
Don’t judge, so that you won’t be judged.



Overarching Themes
•1 Peter 4:8
Above all, love each other deeply, 
because love covers over a multitude of sins.



Overarching Themes
•Titus 3:9-10 But avoid foolish controversies 
and genealogies and arguments and 
quarrels about the law, because these are 
unprofitable and useless. Warn a divisive 
person once, and then warn them a second 
time. After that, have nothing to do with 
them.



Scripture Night
•Compatibility Chart
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